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Abstract—A low-power, area-efficient four-way 32-bit multi-
function arithmetic unit has been developed for programmable
shaders for handheld 3-D graphics systems. It adopts the
logarithmic number system (LNS) at the arithmetic core for
the single-cycle throughput and the small-size low-power uni-
fication of various complicated arithmetic operations such as
power, logarithm, trigonometric functions, vector-SIMD multi-
plication, division, square root and vector dot product. 24-region
and 16-region piecewise linear logarithmic and antilogarithmic
converters are proposed with 0.8% and 0.02% maximum con-
version error, respectively. All the supported operations are
implemented with less than 6.3% operation error and unified into
a single arithmetic platform with maximum four-cycle latency and
single-cycle throughput. A 93 K gate test chip is fabricated using
one-poly five-metal 0.18- m CMOS technology. It operates at
210 MHz with maximum power consumption of 15.3 mW at 1.8 V.

Index Terms—Computer arithmetic, handheld systems, loga-
rithmic number system, 3-D computer graphics, unified arithmetic
unit.

I. INTRODUCTION

M
ODERN graphics processing units (GPUs) for 3-D

graphics systems adopt programmable processors,

known as shaders, in 3-D graphics pipeline stages to provide

more realistic images [1]–[4]. The shaders use not only addition

and multiplication but also very complicated operations like

division, square root and elementary functions like power, loga-

rithm, and trigonometric functions. Fig. 1 shows the instruction

cycle counts required for the standard OpenGL transformation

and lighting (TnL) running on a commercial DSP [5]. However,

it is a challenging issue to realize these various kinds of oper-

ations on a handheld 3-D graphics platforms, for example the

RamP [1], that have small footprints and limited power supply.

There have been studies on multifunction units dealing

with various elementary functions for high-end graphics

systems [6], [7]. However, they did not take into account the

power consumption and unification of elementary function

with vector arithmetic functions, fundamental operations in

shaders. Although [8] presents a matrix processor based on

the logarithmic domain arithmetic for power-efficient design,

its power consumption is still not optimized to the handheld
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Fig. 1. Cycle count breakdown for each operation in geometry transformation
and lighting.

systems and the operation set is not suitable for the 3-D graphics

shaders. In this paper, we present a unified vector and elemen-

tary function unit for mathematical operations used in the 3-D

graphics programmable shaders. It unifies elementary functions

including power, logarithm to any base and trigonometric

functions with vector-SIMD multiplication, division, square

root and vector dot product in a single arithmetic platform.

In addition to this issue, the precision requirement is an-

other critical issue for the arithmetic in 3-D graphics. As the

screen resolution of the handheld systems gets higher, the

precision requirement for the 3-D graphics APIs increases from

fixed-point to 24-bit floating-point [4] and this is expected to

increase to 32–bit full-precision floating-point in the future

graphics APIs. However, in this work, 32-bit fixed-point preci-

sion is adopted because the precision requirement for the small

screens like QVGA, widely adopted for today’s cell phones,

can be covered by this precision, as illustrated in [9]. Thus,

the proposed arithmetic unit operates on the 32-bit fixed-point

input/output values and adopts the logarithmic number system

(LNS) at the arithmetic core for the small-size, low-power

unification, and single-cycle throughput for all the operations.

Section II proposes the fixed-point hybrid number system

(FXP-HNS) for our functional unit and logarithmic and antilog-

arithmic converters for this number system. Based on these, a

unified functional unit is described in Section III. The simula-

tion and implementation results for the proposed functional unit

are presented in Section IV, and finally, the conclusion is sum-

marized in Section V.

II. FIXED-POINT HYBRID NUMBER SYSTEM

It is well known that the logarithmic number system (LNS)

can simplify various arithmetic operations [10]. However, the

0018-9200/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE
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TABLE I
OPERATIONS IN ORDINARY AND LOGARITHMIC ARITHMETIC

Fig. 2. Number format of FXP-HNS. (a) Fixed-point number. (b) Logarithmic
number.

addition and subtraction become more complicated in LNS,

where they require nonlinear function evaluation as shown

in Table I. A hybrid approach of the LNS and floating-point

number system (FLP) was introduced to solve this problem

in [11], where the addition and subtraction are performed in

FLP while other operations are done in the LNS. However, this

approach still requires the complicated and power-consuming

floating-point addition and subtraction, which require denor-

malization for exponent alignment and normalization of the

final result.

In this paper, we propose the fixed-point hybrid number

system (FXP-HNS) exploiting only the strong points of the

fixed-point number system (FXP) and the LNS; simple ad-

dition/subtraction in FXP and other complicated operations

in LNS. While most 3-D graphics systems integrate compli-

cated power-consuming floating-point units, the 3-D graphics

systems based on the FXP show improved power and area

efficiency as reported in [9], [12]. Hence, our approach results

in simple implementation of complicated arithmetic functions

with small size and low power consumption.

The formats of fixed-point and logarithmic numbers in the

FXP-HNS are shown in Fig. 2. The fixed-point number has the

format of , where and represent the number of bits

for integer and fraction parts, respectively. It has programmable

precision to deal with the different precision requirements

of shader programs. The precision can be programmed from

to . The values covered by this format are

.

Since the logarithms for zero and negative value are not de-

fined, the absolute value is used for logarithmic conversion and

the zero and sign are encoded into additional bits. Therefore,

the format of the logarithmic number has the sign and zero bits

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Proposed logarithmic conversion scheme. (a) Logarithmic conversion
scheme. (b) Error graph.

and 6-bit integer to cover the entire range of the corresponding

fixed-point number and 24-bit fraction.

For the conversion between the fixed-point and logarithmic

numbers in the FXP-HNS, the logarithmic and antilogarithmic

converters are proposed. These use piecewise linear approxima-

tion for the low-power and small-area implementation.

A. Logarithmic Converter

In [13]–[16], simple piecewise linear approximation schemes

using small coefficient lookup tables were proposed for the

power- and area-efficient implementation. Although these

reduce the conversion error for integer inputs quite well, the

logarithmic converters revealed quite large relative error for

real inputs around 1. Therefore, we propose an error control

scheme for the logarithmic converters.

When is a 32-bit FXP input, the and its logarithm can be

represented as (1) and (2), respectively:

(1)

(2)

The is the characteristic of the

logarithm and is the fractional part in the range
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TABLE II
COEFFICIENT LOOKUP TABLE FOR LOGARITHMIC CONVERTER

of [0,1). In piecewise linear approximation, the nonlinear term

is approximated as

(3)

where and are the approximation coefficients defined for

each approximation region in the range of .

Here, we divide the input into finer subdivisions around

the input of 1, since the error increases as the input value gets

closer to 1. This results in 24 approximation regions, and the

coefficients for each region are listed in Table II.

This logarithmic conversion scheme is shown in Fig. 3(a).

Its maximum conversion error for the real numbers is less

than 0.8%. Fig. 3(b) shows the error graph for logarithmic

conversion. The logarithmic converter based on this scheme

is shown in Fig. 4. The input is converted into its absolute

value through the ABS block. The LOD block computes the

characteristic value by detecting the leading one bit. It takes

the bits following the leading one as the fraction value . The

14 most significant bits (MSBs) of are used for addressing the

lookup table in the APP block. The APP block approximates

the nonlinear fractional part by and

its multiplication is implemented by summation of shift terms.

Therefore, the APP carries out the summation of five terms

using the CSA tree and CPA. Since this converter receives input

values with variable precision of , the actual character-

istic value is computed by . The conversion result is

obtained by packing the zero, sign, characteristic value, and the

approximated fraction value into 32 bits logarithmic number.

B. Antilogarithmic Converter

The computation results in the logarithmic number should

be converted into the fixed-point number to make the final

computation results. Therefore, a power- and area-efficient

antilogarithmic converter also based on the piecewise linear

approximation scheme is proposed.

TABLE III
COEFFICIENT LOOKUP TABLE FOR ANTILOGARITHMIC CONVERTER

When is a logarithmic number, the LNS representation of

the is composed of integer part and fractional part . The

antilogarithmic conversion of can be represented as

(4)

In this equation, is just a shift operation and the nonlinear

term can be approximated by piecewise linear interpolation

as given in

(5)

where and are the approximation coefficients defined for

each approximation region in the range of . We di-

vide the into 16 even approximation regions since the error for

the antilogarithmic conversion is evenly spread over the entire

region. The coefficients for each approximation region are listed

in Table III.

This antilogarithmic conversion scheme is shown in Fig. 5(a).

Its maximum conversion error for the real numbers is less than

0.02%. Fig. 5(b) shows the error graph for the antilogarithmic

conversion. The antilogarithmic converter is shown in Fig. 6.

The input logarithmic number is split into the characteristic

value and fractional value . The 4 MSBs of are used for

addressing the lookup table in the APP block. The APP block
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of logarithmic converter. (a) Logarithmic converter.
(b) Approximation block.

approximates the nonlinear part by and its mul-

tiplication is also implemented by summation of shift terms.

The summation of five terms is carried out using the CSA tree

and CPA. The enabled sign bit negates these terms for negative

output. The shift amount is computed by since the

final result should be adjusted to the format with the input preci-

sion, i.e., . Finally, the enabled zero bit selects the output

of zero.

III. UNIFIED ARITHMETIC UNIT

A. Overall Architecture

A unified arithmetic unit is presented based on FXP-HNS.

It unifies the vector arithmetic operations with elementary

functions in a single four-way arithmetic platform, the standard

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Proposed antilogarithmic conversion scheme. (a) Antilogarithmic con-
version scheme. (b) Error graph.

arithmetic platform for modern programmable shaders [2]. It

has fully pipelined architecture with four pipeline stages. In

this architecture, the input operands are converted into the loga-

rithmic domain, where complicated operations are reduced into

simple operation, and the results are restored into fixed-point

domain, where simple additions and subtractions are carried

out.

The overall block diagram of the proposed unit is shown in

Fig. 7. The eight 32-bit fixed-point input operands, and

in each channel, are converted into 32-bit logarithmic number

through logarithmic converters at the first stage (LOGC stage).

The second stage (LNS stage) contains a programmable carry

save adder (CSA) tree for a single 30b 32b multiplier or

four-way 30b 8b multipliers according to target elementary

functions. The final summation of the carry and partial sum

from the CSA tree can be carried out with the four 38-bit carry

propagation adders in the LNS stage. These are also used with

four 1-bit shifters for the vector arithmetic operations. The third

stage (ALOGC stage) converts the 38-bit computation results

from the four adders in logarithmic number into 32-bit fixed-

point number with the given precision of input operand through

antilogarithmic converters. The final stage (ADD stage) consists
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of antilogarithmic converter. (a) Antilogarithmic con-
verter. (b) Approximation block.

of a carry-propagation adder (CPA) tree that can be programmed

into a single adder tree with five 32-bit input operands or in-

dependent four-way two-input 32-bit adders according to the

target operations.

B. Vector Operations

In conventional architecture, only vector-SIMD multiplica-

tion, multiply-and-add and vector dot product are implemented

for the vector operations [2], [9]. In our proposed architecture,

the division and square root are also defined as vector-SIMD

operations since it is useful for vector-SIMD calcula-

tion used in vector normalizations of 3-D graphics algorithms.

The multiplication, division, square root and multiply-and-add

(MAD) can be represented by a single generic operation defined

as

where (6)

For example, operations such as , ,

, , etc., can be represented with this generic

operation. This expression can be converted into the expression

in FXP-HNS as

where (7)

According to (7), multiplication, division, square, and square

root can be converted into the addition, subtraction, left shift,

and right shift in the logarithmic number domain, respectively.

In this architecture, the square root can be computed in con-

junction with multiplication or division without any additional

cycles. The diagram for this vector-SIMD unit is also shown in

Fig. 7. In this figure, the LNS stage is augmented with a carry-

save adder (CSA) tree for elementary functions. The dot product

in FXP-HNS of expression (8) is also implemented using the

vector-SIMD unit for vector element multiplication.

(8)

For the summation of the multiplication results, the four-way

two-input 32-bit adders used for the vector-SIMD MAD oper-

ation are programmed into a single five-input 32-bit adder tree

as shown in Fig. 8. In this case, the bias port is disabled, but it

will be used for trigonometric operations.

C. Elementary Functions

The elementary functions such as power of arbitrary expo-

nent, logarithm to arbitrary base, trigonometric, inverse trigono-

metric, hyperbolic, and inverse hyperbolic functions are unified

with vector operations.

The use of Taylor series expansions leads to the unification of

trigonometric, hyperbolic and their inverse functions with the

vector operations. For the first five terms of the Taylor series

computation, a new generic operation is defined as

(9)

where and and are positive real and integer

constants, respectively.

For example, Taylor series like

and

can be represented by this generic operation. The computation

of the powers required for this operation can be converted into

multiplications in logarithmic number domain by transforming

(9) into FXP-HNS expression as

(10)

where , and are real and positive integer

constants, respectively. Each term in (10) re-

quires an addition and a multiplication in logarithmic number

domain with constant and converted into logarithmic

number. The first term in (10) is not converted into the

logarithmic number domain since the first term of the Taylor se-

ries expansion tends to be just a constant or the input . For the
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Fig. 7. Unified arithmetic unit in FXP-HNS.

other four terms, a 30b 8b radix-4 Booth multiplier is suffi-

cient since the in each term is small integer that can be repre-

sented within 8 bits. Therefore, the multiplications required for

(10) can be computed using four 30b 8b multipliers. Fig. 9

shows that each 30b 8b CSA tree has an extra input port

to add the coefficient , which is presented as an input

operand to each channel. The four-way 38-bit CPAs to add the

carry and partial sum of from each CSA tree are shared

with the four-way adders in LNS stage for the vector arithmetic

operations. The 14-bit integers are saturated into 8-bit values

by testing the overflow or underflow conditions. The saturated

results of are converted into 32-bit fixed-point number

through antilogarithm converters.

The operations in (10) can be computed with the five-input

adder tree shown in Fig. 8 by programming each CPA into an

adder or a subtractor according to the target Taylor series. The

first term of the Taylor series is directly fed into this adder tree

through the bias port. The final result can be obtained from the

channel 2 of the ADD stage.

The power function can be converted into the multiplication

in logarithmic number domain according to

(11)

Therefore, a radix-4 30b 32b multiplier is required in LNS

stage. As shown in Fig. 9, this multiplier can be obtained by

programming the four 30b 8b multipliers used for the trigono-

metric functions into a single 30b 32b multiplier and this
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Fig. 8. CPA tree for programmable adder.

Fig. 9. CSA tree for programmable multiplier.
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Fig. 10. Dot diagram for programmable multiplication scheme.
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TABLE IV
THE ERROR OF EACH OPERATION

Fig. 11. Comparison of TnL effects. (a) Scene from FXP arithmetic. (b) Scene from FXP-HNS arithmetic.

programmable multiplication scheme is shown in Fig. 10. Since

the is in the range of [0,128] in specular lighting [17], for

which the power function is mainly used, it has the format of

. Therefore, the CSA tree for the 30b 32b multiplier

computes only 38 MSBs, truncating the 24 LSBs of fractional

part, to make 24-bit fraction value for the antilogarithmic con-

verter. These are added using the 38-bit CPA used for the vector

arithmetic operations in channel 3. The multiplication result is

saturated into by testing the overflow or underflow con-

ditions. The saturated result is converted into 32-bit fixed-point

format through antilogarithmic converter. The final result can

be obtained from the ALOG stage of channel 3.

The logarithm to arbitrary base can be computed by multi-

plying a constant with the binary logarithm, according to

where (12)

The multiplication of the constant can be done using the

30b 32b multiplier used in the power function. The 32-bit

constant of should be given as an input operand. The

final result can also be obtained from channel 3 of the ALOG

stage.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

A. Simulations

The proposed function unit has been simulated in 3-D

graphics software environment with FXP and FXP-HNS

libraries. The maximum and average errors for each operation

are summarized in Table IV. The high error rate for the arctan-

gent operation is mainly from the limited number of five terms

used in Taylor series expansion rather than the conversion

errors from the logarithmic and antilogarithmic converters.

This error can be reduced by multiple executions of arctan-

gent operations changing the coefficients and accumulating

the results to increase the number of terms for Taylor series

expansion. The test 3-D graphics scenes are shown in Fig. 11

to show the reliability of the proposed arithmetic unit. The test

model in Fig. 11 consists of 5878 polygons and the screen size

is 512 512. In Fig. 11, the OpenGL TnL operation [17] is

tested to show the geometry stage effects of various operations

including vector dot product, vector normalization, power, and

trigonometric functions. The average lighting error between

the FXP and FXP-HNS arithmetic is 0.026%. This error is

within the tolerable range for the small screens of the handheld

systems. The in-box shows a zoomed image for the accuracy

comparison. Unnoticeable error can be found with naked eyes

between two images.

B. Chip Implementation

A test chip is fabricated by TSMC one-poly five-metal 0.18-

m CMOS technology. A micrograph of the 93 K gate chip is

shown in Fig. 12, lined out with the regions for each pipeline

stage. Its core size is 2.9 mm . The chip characteristics are

shown in Table V. The area breakdown of the chip is shown
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Fig. 12. Chip micrograph.

TABLE V
CHIP CHARACTERISTICS

Fig. 13. Area breakdown of the chip.

in Fig. 13. As shown in this graph, about half of the chip area is

taken by the logarithmic converters.

The pipeline registers are clock gated by the control of each

operation to reduce switching power consumption. Table VI

summarizes the power consumption and latency of each oper-

ation. The test chip was measured with a current meter when

the chip operates with the embedded test vectors. The max-

imum power consumption is 15.3 mW at 1.8 V for arctangent

operation, which maximally turns on the computing logics

in entire pipeline stages including a logarithmic converter,

programmable multiplier, four antilogarithmic converters and

programmable adder.

The pipeline operates with single-cycle throughput at

210 MHz. The shmoo plot is given in Fig. 14. The measured

waveforms of the arctangent operation are shown in Fig. 15.

The five-cycle latency represents internal four-cycle latency

with an additional cycle caused by output registers, inserted for

the stable output test.

Fig. 14. Shmoo plot.

Fig. 15. Measured waveform.

C. Comparison

For the comparison with other works, we selected the

vector-SIMD multiply-and-add (VMAD) operation, the

common operation among the compared works and useful for

the 3-D geometry transformation. Table VII shows the compar-

ison results. As the processing speed gets higher, the area and

power consumption also increases. Since the area and power

consumption are also important factors for handheld devices,

we use the following figure of merit (FoM) for the comparison

with other works.

(13)

It takes into account the area and power consumption, and the

accuracy is also taken into account to evaluate the effect of

errors from our chip. According to this FoM, this work shows
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TABLE VI
POWER/LATENCY OF EACH OPERATION

TABLE VII
COMPARISON OF RELATED FIXED-POINT DESIGNS

TABLE VIII
COMPARISON WITH FLOATING-POINT DESIGNS

2.18 times higher value than others despite the richer operation

set supported. In Table VIII, this work is also compared with

floating-point based designs to show the gains from fixed-point

design.

V. CONCLUSION

An area-efficient, low-power unified functional unit is pro-

posed. It integrates vector and elementary functions required

for programmable 3-D graphics shaders into a single arithmetic

platform. The fixed-point hybrid number system (FXP-HNS) is

proposed for the small-size, low-power unification and single-

cycle throughput implementation of these operations. A proper

programming of the CSA tree and CPA tree can make all these

operations. New logarithmic converter and antilogarithmic con-

verters are proposed with maximum 0.8% and 0.02% errors,

respectively. Implementation results show that the FXP-HNS

arithmetic is useful for handheld 3-D graphics systems even

though it carries a little computation error. A test chip oper-

ates at 210 MHz with 15.3 mW power consumption at 1.8 V.

All the operations are integrated with 93 K gates and achieve

single-cycle throughput with maximum four-cycle latency. The

comparison result shows that our work achieves 2.18 times im-

provement according to the proposed figure of merit.
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